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ABSTRACT

Most visual analytics platforms are memory-based and are
therefore limited in the volume of data handled. Moreover,
the integration of each new algorithm (e.g. for clustering)
requires integrating it by hand into the platform. Finally,
they lack the capability to define and deploy well-structured
processes where users with different roles interact in a
coordinated way sharing the same data and possibly the
same visualizations. We have designed and implemented
EdiFlow, a workflow platform for visual analytics
applications. EdiFlow uses a simple structured process
model and is backed by a persistent database, storing both
process information and process instance data.
We are now adding Provenance Management in EdiFlow
since the workflow manager already maintains a rough
provenance information from the structure of the modules.
We are considering improving this information and would
like to get feedback from the community.

manipulated data 10-25 times per second. Standard
database technologies do not support continuous queries at
this rate; at the same time, ad-hoc in-memory handling of
classical database tasks (e.g., querying, sorting) has obvious
limitations. Based on our long-standing experience
developing information visualization tools [7], we argue
that connecting a visual analysis tool to a persistent
database management system (DBMS) has many benefits:
•

Scalability: larger data volumes can be handled based
on a persistent DBMS

•

Persistence and distribution: several users (possibly on
remote sites) can interact with a persistent database,
whereas this is not easily achieved with memoryresident data structures. Observe that users may need to
share not only raw data, but also visualizations built on
top of this data. A visualization can be seen as an
assignment of visual attributes (e.g., X and Y
coordinates, color, size) to a given set of data items.
Computing the value of the visual attributes may be
expensive, and/or the choice of the visualized items
may encapsulate human expertise. Therefore,
visualizations have high added value and it must be
easy to store and share them, e.g., allowing one user to
modify a visualization that another user has produced.

•

Data management capabilities provided by the
database: complex data processing tasks can be coded
in SQL and/or some imperative scripting language.
Observe that such data processing tasks can also
include
user-defined
functions
(UDFs)
for
computations implemented outside the database server.
These functions are not stored procedures managed by
the database (e.g., Java Stored Procedure). These are
executable programs external to the database.
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INTRODUCTION

Most current visual analytics tools have some conceptual
drawbacks. Indeed, they rarely rely on persistent databases
(with the exception of [1]). Instead, the data is loaded from
files or databases and is manipulated directly in memory
because smooth visual interaction requires redisplaying the
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Our work addresses the questions raised by the integration
of a DBMS in a visual analytics platform. Our contributions
are the following:
1.

We have designed a generic architecture called
EdiFlow [2] for integrating a visual analytics tool and a
DBMS. The integration is based on a core data model,
providing support for (i) visualizations, (ii)
declaratively-specified,
automatically
deployed

workflows, and (iii) incremental propagation of data
updates through complex processes, based on a highlevel specification. This model draws from the existing
experience in managing data-intensive workflows
[3,4,5,6].
2.

It provides a simple yet efficient protocol for swiftly
propagating changes between the DBMS and the visual
analytics application. This protocol is crucial for the
architecture to be feasible. Indeed, the high latency of a
“vanilla” DBMS connection is why today’s visual
analytics platforms do not already use DBMSs.

3.

It is fully implemented and de facto supports the
InfoVis toolkit [7] on top of a standard Oracle server.

EdiFlow’s architecture is depicted in Figure 1. It
implements a reactive workflow architecture. Processes
need to specify their input and output tables; they form a
direct acyclic graph.

Visualization Management

For EdiFlow, a visualization is managed inside a module
and can be completely invisible to the Workflow system.
However, since EdiFlow is aimed at implementing Visual
Analytics application, we have specified a standard
mechanism for visualization modules. This mechanism uses
some specific database tables to store a visualization scene
graph computed from visualization modules. This scene
graph can then be displayed on any kind of surface, from
standard screen to mobile phone and large display. The
database technology provides most of the mechanisms to
support the distribution and update management of this
scene graph on any display surface.
Provenance Management

Since EdiFlow keeps track of the dependencies between
tables and modules, it maintains a rough level of
provenance: each output table is the result of processes
taking a set of input tables. However, at the EdiFlow level,
nothing more precise can be know. Since our modules need
to implement an abstract data type to be run by EdiFlow,
we are considering improving this interface to support
exporting mode accurate Provenance data. However, full
provenance information can become very large and we
would like to hear from this workshop what level of
provenance is really required for real visual analytics
applications.
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